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Healthy thriving communities within the Sooke Region supporting healthy lives in healthy communities through
innovative, collaborative development and improvement of services for everyone

LATEST SRCHN ACTIVITIES
NEW LOGO
Yes, we finally have our new logo! It reflects our West Coast life in terms of colour and design. The
roots of the tree represent our standing and grass roots origins, while branches reach for the sky
towards new possibilities. We hope you like it. The original design emerged from a community logo
contest and was later developed by a local graphic designer.
AgeFriendly Committee
We have applied for an Island Health grant for "Frail Seniors" to facilitate home visits, activities etc.
Through our partnership with Pacific Centre Family Services, we were eligible to apply for $50,000.
Fingers crossed!
Now that the Seniors' DropIn is no longer offering their BINGO sessions, this committee is looking
into initiating some social, physical and intellectual activities in Sooke. This will be discussed at our
next meeting. If you have some ideas, you are very welcome to join us.
This committee meets every second Wednesday from 9:3011:00 at the Sooke Child, Youth and
Family Centre.
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CASA Community Garden
We are still in the running for a federal disability grant for our community garden, that could
facilitate access for those who are mobility challenged. We requested funds garden tables, so that
the wheelchairs can drive straight in and gardening can be done at 180 degrees. Pathways to be
arranged to limit falls and facilitate easier wheelchair movement. In the meantime, the garden has
sturdy gates, thanks to a grant from the District of Sooke, that will hopefully keep the deer out!
Sooke Region Volunteer Centre
We are in the process of hiring a new Coordinator. Volunteer activities have been business as
usual with the great support of our volunteer team in the office. Eldercare is scheduled to launch a
provincewide seniors resources website in January 2017. We have been approached to participate
with SRVC’s Sooke Region Resources website. Eldercare would be responsible for data updates
through their tech person. They have ambitions to go nationwide. This is to be discussed further. It
would be advantageous for adult children of seniors who are living elsewhere to better understand
the regional resources. An option to print out these resources will be handy to distribute in paper
form for nontech savvy individuals.
SRCHN Board and Coordinator
In addition the ongoing Board routines, we have been working on initiating Port Renfrew and
Pacheedaht community conversations, applying for grants for a Pacheedaht summer cultural
language camp for kids and a healing circle.

If you wish to subscribe or unsubscribe, kindly contact the Coordinator at
srchn@sookeregionchn.com
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SENIORS MANAGING AT HOME REPORT
We have worked to create a strong partnership of groups concerned with serving Sooke Region
communities and promoting health and wellness. SRCHN has over the past year consulted with
seniors in the Sooke Region through focus groups to understand how to assist those who wish to
age in their own homes as long as possible. We had consultations with the seniors in East Sooke,
Sc’ianew First Nation, Sooke, T’Souke First Nation, Otter Point, Shirley/Jordan River, Port
Renfrew and Pacheedaht First Nation. The result was our Sooke Region Seniors Managing at
Home Report (2016)
All those who participated provided a rich perspective of their challenges. Their candor was greatly
appreciated and this report would not have been possible without them. Funding for this research
was provided by the Union of BC Municipalities, to whom we also express our gratitude. This report
builds upon a Managing at Home study done through individual interviews in Sooke in 2015. Both
reports aim to be used by authorities and service agencies to improve the situation for this
generation and generations to come. “Today’s seniors want to retain their independence and enjoy
the best possible quality of life. For most that means aging in place in their own homes. For this to
happen social connections are important for their wellbeing and at some point, seniors will require
support for the activities of everyday living. Achieving these goals for seniors will reduce the
escalating demand for institutional care.” says Board Chair, Rick Robinson
The initial report from 2015, the latest report from 2016 and a short summary of both can be
accessed on our website www.sookeregionchn.com.
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